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Yacht Hull Damage in Transit
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The Incident:
In an incident involving a twin screw 60 foot sports yacht of fibreglass construction; the hull anti-foul
coating forward / aft was damaged in way of scuffs / paint abrasion due to ill-fitting and badly
protected slings / webbing straps at the time of lift-on operation of the yacht and subsequent securing
operations. The scuffing damage was further exacerbated due to movement / vibration of lashing
straps ‘fluttering’ in high winds during ocean transportation on the deck of a container vessel.

Losses incurred by parties involved:





Approximately $35,000 in labor charges & materials plus haul out / blocking / scaffolding
Delays in delivering the yacht to owner
Additional wharfage charges
Survey / inspection costs

Recommendations:
It has become the standard industry practice in the boat transportation world to use cut pieces of foam
or felt, fold them to the required size and then place them between the strap and the surface of the
craft’s hull as a form of padded protection. However, because woven polyester fabric web strapping
with ratchet tensioner is stretchy (not rigid) and will suffer fatigue deformation under cyclic loading
requiring constant re-tightening specially in a seaway during an ocean crossing; the webbing straps
would flex and this protection would invariably fall out leaving the craft’s hull vulnerable to chafe.
Thus in order for the yacht to be transported and delivered in top condition avoiding the occasional
inevitable marks and potential damage caused by movement or vibration of lashing straps during
transportation, it is recommended that as a matter of routine the following precautions are taken:
a) Use plastic protectant (shrink-wrapping) on the yacht – many companies provide customized shrink
wrapping – this will not only protect the yacht from chafe but also protect it from the elements – dust,
soot from the vessel’s funnel, bird droppings etc.
b) Since the webbing straps tend to flex; chains provide better rigid tension and should be used in
combination i.e. short webbing straps connected to the attachment points on the yacht , tensioned and
secured with chains down to the deck / cradle.
c) Use of dedicated foam strap protectors to prevent chafing damage.
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View of Yacht at the time of Loading on the Vessel

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Scuffing / abrasion paint damage at the discharge port
Due to high gloss paint the scuffs have been highlighted by measuring tape
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Disclaimer: This loss prevention bulletin is based on the author’s own research, knowledge and experience in the
subject matter and should only be used for reference rather than being taken as a legal advice for any particular
case or used for any other purpose.

About AVA MARINE GROUP:
AVA Marine is a professional marine surveying and consultancy firm – founded and led by its principal marine
surveyor Kaivan H. Chinoy. The Company provides a comprehensive range of specialist marine surveying, marine
loss control & consultancy services primarily in Western Canada and the West Coast of the United States
To learn more about our marine surveying capabilities, visit our website at ava-marine.com
AVA Marine | Bunker Detective is also the member of the AIMU (American Institute of Marine Underwriters), CBMU
(Canadian Board of Marine Underwriters) and MIABC (Marine Insurance Association of British Columbia) and the
IBIA (The International Bunker Industry Association)
Global Network: Toronto |Houston| |Panama| Veracruz | Rio de Janeiro |Buenos Aires / San Lorenzo |Amsterdam |

Singapore |Shanghai
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